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WhatsApp is a popular cross-platform text messaging app that allows you to write and talk to text only with a data plan. The most popular messenger in the world. WhatsApp is probably the best chat app. Video and voice calls are among the most important components of WhatsApp. This means that you
will be able to call people in your contact list who use this app at no charge. The best thing about it is its enormous global user base. There is no need for an SMS plan. Encrypted messages that are secure allow you to have a secure chat or group chat. Group messages and its pro tools allow you to
easily interact with a large number of people. Voice. Supports media assets. Note: People you want to communicate with must have this app installed and connect to the Internet. You can create a group and add a population of many people. Media that has been shared in the group is visible to all group
members. Another interesting feature is that it has a built-in image compressor that allows you to map, be automatically compressed to make it easier to share the image. You can also join groups created by other people when you are invited to join. Privacy Control with Whatsapp WhatsApp has added
some current privacy settings such as the fingerprint lock for its Android app. This security is only enabled on devices with sensors and Android version 6.0 or later. To set this up, go to Account &gt; Privacy and scroll down. Below is an option to lock. After activation, you can set the timer to display the
lock. Users can still accept calls without unlocking, and enable or disable preview sender and message body in the message bar. All this and more information can be found on whatsapp Privacy. The other important updates include controls, such as.B. who you can add to the groups. Instead of allowing
everyone to add them to a group, you can set them to My Contacts or exclude certain contacts from adding. This saying, if you have excluded someone, they can still send you a private invitation to a group that you can accept or reject. Finally, the call waiter function for WhatsApp is here. This allows
users to see who calls them on a call. Like your default calls, users can accept or reject an incoming call while making another call. Topics and more settings Those who chat with WhatsApp for Android until late at night get excited. We say this because the latest WhatsApp dark mode is to soothe your
vision while you chat with your loved ones. Although WhatsApp was late in this mode compared to other apps to bring, it's here and below the steps to activate it. Header to Settings, More Options &gt; Settings &gt; Chats &gt; Topic Once in the Topic Menu, you can select the theme you prefer. WhatsApp
Web and Desktop Services: While chatting on the go is a blessing with Whatsapp Messenger, you can enhance the experience from your desktop or laptop. It's called whatsapp Web. Simply put a window on your and scan the QR code. Instantly log in to the WhatsApp desktop with all your data and chats
on your computer screen. This allows you to keep your chats up-to-date as you work on your office tasks. Business version WhatsApp Inc. was very innovative with its future updates to keep the messenger running. 4G Internet has new horizons around the world and WhatsApp team benefits from it by
giving us the WhatsApp business, the SME and e-commerce business types to flourish and keep hand on with their customer base. Some of the features of the WhatsApp business. It allows you to create a business profile with helpful information for customers. Such as .B field description and contact
details. You can keep an eye on your customers with business labels and highlight interested customers. Quick answers allow you to easily connect with customers. Automated messages take care of your customers even when you're gone. The statistics can be described as one of the most important
features. It allows you to see client ratio and statistics. Which in turn allows a company to develop a proper strategy. WhatsApp also offers enterprise solutions for larger businesses, but this packed option costs an annual subscription. Popularity: WhatsApp is the world's most widely used chat app with
nearly 1.5 billion active users with daily new subscribers. This chat service can be described as more secure than your standard text messages. This is because of end-to-end encryption. Another feature that is in development is WhatsApp payment. It was planned and is in beta testing. This could become
a game changer for the global cashless economy once it takes the right path. Whatsapp is feature packed keeping in terms of good call quality, and almost any required feature such as quick response and forward options that save us some taps, we can say that WhatsApp is an all-in-one media tool. The
features that Whatsapp offers are unbeatable. This makes this app easy to use and popular all over the world. The ability to chat around the world and share their experiences with family and customers for SMEs has made Whatsapp a solid platform for communication. Unlike previous chat apps, which
weren't flexible and didn't adapt to consumer demand, Whatsapp has updated and adapted to make it popular and popular with the masses. We can say this with 100% guarantee that if you read this article, then you must have used WhatsApp Messenger or even come via WhatsApp Messenger. ... Use
two phone numbers with WhatsApp A smaller version of the full Facebook app SHAREit - &amp; Transfer Send your files quickly and easily transfer and share applications The world's best photo app – now on Android All the videos you want to have on your smartphone Messaging with all your friends
The official Facebook Messenger app Hardly any inventions make a big difference in our daily life. But one of them is definitely WhatsApp. Thanks to the instant messaging application par excellence, we are connected to our friends and family 24/7 from our smartphones and have already forgotten
outdated SMS and MMS. But the features of this multiplatform application (there are versions for PC and the web, and we can even sync it with our tablet or iPad) go beyond exchanging messages, although it is its original purpose. By downloading and installing the APK on our Android phone, we can
access an entire communication ecosystem that covers both messages and calls, as well as share audio files, videos and images. A model for Telegram and Google Allo. And the most important thing is that it's really easy to use as you only need a phone number to identify yourself, and very secure,
since one of the latest updates to this service, which is now part of Facebook, has led to the implementation of end-to-end encryption for all our communications. And don't forget... it is completely free. What can I do with WhatsApp Messenger for Android? Set up a profile picture and a status that all your
contacts see. Send text and voice messages at no additional cost, even to users in other countries. Share files (whether photos, audio, or video) with other users of the application. Possibility to make free calls very easily. A wide range of emojis that are constantly updated. You can find multiracial emojis
or even longed-for emoticons such as lifting the middle finger or a volcanic greeting from Star Trek. Create and manage groups with up to 256 participants who can participate in group chats. Possibility to mention specific users within a group chat before their name. Option to quote previous messages
within the same chat by simply selecting the message in question. Possibility to get to know the WhatsApp status of your contacts (provided they haven't decided to hide it). Check system for messages: Gray check means that the message has been sent, double gray check whether the message has
been delivered, and double blue to see if the message has been read. Works on both data plans and Wi-Fi. A multiplatform application that can be used on different types of smartphones, as well as on your PC or through the official web application that can be used on Chrome, Firefox and Edge, the new
Windows 10 browser. Messages that are end-to-end encrypted to ensure the privacy of our communications. Options for formatting text easy-to-use codes: bold, italics and underlines. Send animated GIFs to liven up our conversations. Allows us to take high quality photos from the app with the flash of the
selfie camera. Mute groups or mention members who follow with the name followed by their name. Sign in to the web version and point your camera to the QR code that appears on your PC screen. Many Applications have tried to overthrow WhatsApp leadership in this area, but none of them have
managed to get there entirely: WeChat, Viber, LINE, Telegram, etc. Now it's Google itself trying to do this with Allo. Let's see how they move forward. New in the latest version New storage management tool to make storage easier. Room.
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